Film and Animation
All the Best

Elizabeth "Ellie“ April & Payden Gilmore
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts,
Grade 12
Honorable Mention
Marionette

Jacel Avila & Yasmine Aboudallah
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts, Grade 12
Honorable Mention
Black Lives Matter and Protest

KiAnna Bobbins
K O Knudson Middle School, Grade 8
Honorable Mention
Oblivion

Charlotte Christensen
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts,
Grade 11
Silver Key
Dread

Jack Citizen
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts, Grade 11
Silver Key
Never Alone

Agent Dunstone
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts, Grade 11
Gold Key
Haunting Memories

Agent Dunstone
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts, Grade 11
Gold Key
Turns Inside You

Alejandro Gonzalez
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts, Grade 12
Honorable Mention
Cure

Alexander “Alex” Medina
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts, Grade 11
Honorable Mention